
Chapter 14 

Continuing Education 

The completion of continuing education (CE) is the method used by state insurance regulators to ensure continued 
competence of producers. Under the previous Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act (GLBA) reciprocity requirements, a state had 
to recognize a producer’s completion of a CE requirement in the producer’s home state as satisfying the other state’s 
CE requirement for license renewal. The only exception was if the producer’s home state refused to provide reciprocity 
to another state. 

Some states have adopted special training requirements for specific lines of insurance. When such a requirement exists, 
it is typically imposed on resident and nonresident producers selling a specific insurance product. A specific CE 
standard, which is derived from federal mandates, may be imposed on nonresidents, such as for long-term care (LTC), 
flood, or crop insurance, and it would not violate the Uniform Licensing Standards (ULS). 

Section 16(B) of the Producer Licensing Model Act (#218) specifically states: 

A nonresident producer’s satisfaction of his or her home state’s CE requirements for licensed insurance 
producers shall constitute satisfaction of this state’s CE requirements if the nonresident producer’s home 
state recognizes the satisfaction of its CE requirements imposed upon producers from this state on the same 
basis. 

Under the ULS, producers are to complete 24 credits of CE for each biennial compliance period. Three of the 24 
credits must be in ethics. Fifty minutes is equal to one credit hour of CE. If applicable, the CE compliance period 
should coincide with the license renewal. The ULS indicate that the license term should be tied to the birth date or 
birth month. 

CE is required if the producer holds one of the six major lines of authority (LOAs) contained in Model #218, but it is 
not required for each LOA. For example, if a producer holds a life and property LOA, the requirement for renewal is 
24 credits. If a producer holds only the life LOA, the requirement for renewal is 24 credits. States may limit the subject 
area requirements for CE. Some states prohibit CE credit for training on sales techniques. Generally, CE is not required 
for limited lines. Under the ULS, producers may repeat CE courses for credit in successive renewal terms, but they 
are not permitted to take a course for credit more than once in the same license continuation period. States must accept 
both classroom study and verifiable self-study. States should not impose a limit on the use of self-study courses.  

Producers and CE providers must submit evidence of course completion in the method specified by the insurance 
commissioner. Some states require the producer to present a certificate of completion at the time of license renewal. 
Many states require the CE provider to report attendance. Under this system, a producer is required to present only 
the attendance certificates if there is a discrepancy. Another option is to require producers to self-certify completion 
and then verify compliance by random desk audits. 

Model #218 and the ULS contain two exemptions from CE requirements. The exemptions are an inability to comply 
due to military service and/or a demonstration of an extenuating circumstance, such as medical disability. States with 
waivers for professional designations should consider allowing CE credits for filed and approved courses used to 
obtain and maintain professional designations.  

Some states grant an extension instead of an exemption. This decision is left to each state to decide. 

Course Approvals 

The Producer Licensing (EX) Working Group has adopted standards for course approval and reciprocity in filing of 
courses. States are to follow the standards set forth in the Continuing Education Reciprocity (CER) process, as adopted 
by the Working Group. Under a reciprocity filing, states are to accept the number of credits awarded by another state 
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and treat a request for reciprocity as a registration. Only the home state of the CE provider is to perform a content 
review of the course filing. The Appendices contain information on CER and the current filing forms. The most current 
information on CER can be found on the Working Group’s web page.   

States vary in their method for course content approval. Some states use outside vendors, and others do the course 
reviews internally. The Working Group has not adopted any guidelines on methods for approving classroom courses. 

The Working Group has adopted guidelines for the approval of online and self-study courses. The goal of these 
standards is to deliver functional computer-based internet courses that offer quality insurance and/or risk management 
material in a password-protected online environment.  

The key elements are: 

1. Material that is current, relevant and accurate, and includes valid reference materials, graphics and
interactivity.

2. Clearly defined objectives and course completion criteria.
3. Specific instructions to register, navigate and complete the coursework.
4. Technical support or provider representative available during business hours.
5. A process to authenticate student identity.
6. A method for measuring the student’s successful completion of course material and evaluating the learning

experience.
7. A process for requesting and receiving CE course-completion certificates.

The standards call for an examination that is proctored by a disinterested third party. The standards also provide several 
methods to compute the number of credits that should be awarded. The standards also recommend acceptance of 
courses that are part of a program that is part of a nationally recognized professional designation. For designation 
courses, the course should receive credit hours equivalent to hours assigned to the same classroom course material. 

The Continuing Education Recommended Guidelines on Online and Self-Study is included in the Appendices. 

The ULS prohibit CE providers from advertising CE programs until state course approval is received.  

The Appendices contain a sample list of questions and answers frequently asked by insurance producers about CE 
requirements.  

Continuing Education Providers 

A state should have a process for registering and qualifying persons who wish to be recognized as CE providers. The 
process should include duties, responsibilities and performance standards for CE providers. An aspiring CE provider 
should demonstrate an ability to deliver quality instruction and comply with all reporting and course supervision 
requirements. These standards should also contain the conditions under which a CE provider may be removed from 
the state’s approved provider list.   

The Appendices contain a sample outline of instructions to CE providers. 
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Recommended Best Practices for State Insurance Regulators 

• Require CE providers to electronically report class attendance to the state insurance department or its designated
vendor.

• Set a reasonable deadline for CE providers to deliver electronic reports.
• Require CE providers to promptly issue attendance certificates, or certificates of completion for self-study

courses, and require producers to retain them. The certificates should be sent only to the state insurance
department in the event of a dispute.

• Provide access for producers and insurers to department records to monitor CE credits on file.
• Implement an audit program to observe and evaluate CE providers and instructors.
• Participate in the NAIC Personalized Information Capture System (PICS) to receive alerts or monitor actions

against existing licensees.
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